
Our growing company is looking for a demand planning analyst. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for demand planning analyst

Partnering with key stakeholders on specific company objectives related to
product conversions, reducing dated stock write-offs and clear-out of excess
inventories
Supporting internal processes related to the execution of Business
Expansions, Corporate Promotions, Product Work Requests as required
Support Budget/Latest Estimate planning process as required
Analyzing customer demand forecast, backlog and billing trend, and
recommend build plan for your product families from wafer out all the way to
module build with optimal inventory targets
Interacting with marketing and customer counterparts to understand the
business environment and articulate business recommendations through
owning recommendations on weekly upside request and monthly forecast to
each major OEM account
Understanding and developing business and customer strategies to
implement goals such as customer prioritization/specific programs inventory
buffer strategy, hubs, forecast accuracy tracking/measurement, business risk
assessment, product life stage support from new product introduction
through out of cycle demand gathering to high volume manufacturing
engineer change orders build plan alignment, and end of life products
aligned with the platform
Working with the outsourcing suppliers to highlight risks and opportunities
excess and/or constraints and meet delivery and inventory targets
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among vendors
Coordinating all operation/logistics/planning activities product MMID set up,
warehouse readiness, sample coordination post launch
Modulating capacity with monthly and/or quarterly demand fluctuations and
make recommendation on inventory strategy on wafers, dies, piece parts and
finish goods module

Qualifications for demand planning analyst

Minimum of 2 years’ experience in a Forecasting or Supply Chain
environment
Highly developed analytical and problem-solving skills in order to evaluate
and assess complex issues and problems
Database proficiency is preferred (including creation of tables, databases and
spreadsheets to analyze data)
Knowledge and experience in SQL, Cognos Smartstream, Oracle, MS
Dynamics Great Plains is preferred
Solid interpersonal skills with ability to work effectively in a collaborative
team environment
Motivated to continuously seek improvements to processes and
methodologies and to work independently on large scale detail oriented
projects


